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Lecture outline

• Maps and reality
• Economic freedom and Institutions
• Information
• Motivations and Choices 
• Strategic and not strategic contexts
• Games
• Short/long period, repeated not repeated games, 

human/political/cultural cycles (investments, trust, 
networks)

• Regulation
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A trip

the journey between

A) individuals

B) institutions

C) markets
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Detailed maps?

• road maps with sufficient granularity 
in all situations are not available

• Map of rationality

• Map of competition
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ECONOMIC CHOICES AND UNCERTAINTIES

EVa = f(Ө1,Ө2,Ө1...Өn)
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INSTITUTIONS AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM

•ai  Ai). 

•EVa = f(Ө1p1,Ө2p2,Ө3p3...Өnpn) 
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Transactions, markets, institutions

A- in markets
B- within firms
C- with other institutional arrangements.
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Transactions, markets, institutions
Some markets are free of government intervention while others 
are regulated. 

Within firms, some transactions are guided by market prices, 
some are negotiated, and others are dictated by management

dictated   
Market prices

negotiated

Mechanism design theory provides a coherent framework
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Transactions, markets, institutions

markets : transaction costs and the negative 

consequences of incomplete contracts are overcome by 
command and control 

quasi markets: the case of outsurcing, franchising, 

concessions

Mechanism design theory provides 
a coherent framework



Judicial system, contracts, uncertainty

•Judicial activism

•Risk adversion

•Incomplete contract 

•options for freedom
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Public hand

• Politics

• Policy

• Polity
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INFORMATION: A SATNAV

• Instead of maps…

• INFORMATION
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What is a public information?

An information k is common knowledge if:
• Everyone knows k
• Everyone knows that everyone knows k
• Everyone knows that everyone knows that
everyone knows k
• Everyone knows that….

This is Interactive epistemiology! 
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A case from industrial costs

• The cost m for extraordinary maintenance of a water 
infrastructure 

• The regulated firm knows m
• The regulator also knows m
• The regulated firm knows that the regulator knows m
• The regulator knows that the regulated firm knows 

that the regulatore knows m
• Try to outline the consequences of just the first 3 

steps changing the scenarios from knows to don’t 
knows
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What is a private information?

•an information that is not shared asymmetry

•Markets extract private information
and aggregate relevant private information 

A goal of microeconomics: which design, 
institution, contract is best suited to minimize 
the economic losses generated by private 
information?
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What are you protecting?
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Cleaning messages

• the owner of the bin locks it in order
to clean the message on his own
individual demand of service
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Action and revelation

An action reveals information

The more general question is how 
one’s behaviour affects other actors 
knowledge.

in the long run you cannot use 
information without revealing it and, 
consequently, destroying it.
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Trying to hide information: the case of 
multiservice utility

• Ca = Ka +aQ

• Cb = Kb +bQ
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Trying to hide information: the case of 
dark pools and invisible hand blocked

Dark pools as an interesting case of 
information hiding

circa 8% of stock trades.
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The efficient markets hypothesis 

Market prices fully reveal all the 
relevant information 

Information asymmetries…
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POWER OF MARKET FORCES
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..and his fall

•Core conclusions of the standard 
economic model is not robust

•Even small information asymmetries, or 
imperfections in risk markets, drive to big 
inefficiencies in financial markets
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Reciprocal revelation and incentive 
compatibility

Is the context  incentive compatible?

(I know that your best interest is to 
reveal  information). 
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BID-ASK SPREAD

ASK

BID

ASK

BID
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Mechanisms and games

Mechanism design theory defines 
institutions as non-cooperative games

A mechanism can be described as a game: 
each part owns private info and send 
messages… rules assign outcomes
( Leonid Hurwicz (1960) 

Equilibrium happens when all participants 
in the mechanism send a message that 
maximise their own expected payoff
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The role of MD

• Mechanism design has modernized and 
unified existing lines of research (industrial 
economics, contract theory, commons, 
finance, oligopoly, policy design…)…and is 
surprisingly present in every day life as the 
following picture shows…
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(Buy 3 and pay the cheaper 1 €)
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…hidden mathematics
• 1) Max  R(x,p)
• 2) j i 
• x1p1, x2p2, x3p3, 
• con p3< p2 < p1
• U(x1p1 + x2p2 +x3g) >U( x1p1  e x2p2 e  x3p3) 
• Alternatives: (x1p1 + x2p2 + x3p3)/3 con (x1p1 + x2p2 + 

x3g)/ 3
• Incentive: 
• Max  (p3 - g) ;
• or
• Max (x1p1 + x2p2 + x3p3)/3 - (x1p1 + x2p2 + x3g)/ 3
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Revelation and public goods

Public goods could not be provided at an efficient 
level..
…because people would not reveal their true WTP

Mechanisms in which (a) truthful revelation of one’s 
willingness to pay is a dominant strategy, and (b) the 
equilibrium level of the public good maximizes the 
social surplus. Edward Clarke (1971) and Theodore 
Groves (1973) 

. 
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Incentive compatibility in public goods 
provision

Edward Clarke (1971) and Theodore Groves (1973)

Each subject reveals his willingness to pay (WTP), if ∑WTP >Cost (C), the project is 
undertaken.
Then individual i pays ti = WTPi- ∑WTPj

Example: 
Real WTP1=1000 and WTP2= 2000
C=2500 

Three cases: overWTP, exactWTP, lowerWTP

drawbacks 
Both too much funding and too little funding is problematic. 
this problem can be solved 
in expected utility and not in the immediate utility.  
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Number of participants and outcomes

∑WTP → 0 when n → ∞
the probability of funding a public-goods

project tends to zero as the number of agents increases 
(Myerson, 1981 and Mailath and Postlewaite, 1990). 

•foundation for Samuelson’s (1954) negative conjecture
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French and English village

English villages were much earlier than 
French villages in deciding on public 
goods such as enclosure of open fields 
and drainage 

•unanimity
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French and English agriculure

This may at least partially explain why 
the productivity growth in English 
agriculture outstripped that of French 
agriculture in the period 1600-1800 
(Grantham, 1980 and Rosenthal, 1992). 
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One-shot and repeated games

• Revenge, altruism, trust, self-
destructive threats can be explained 
only in a context of repeated game.
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Cooperative and non cooperative games

everyone is in a corner thanks to NON-
COOPERATION and absence of trust/information. 
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Folk theorem

• Egoistic outcomes in repeated games 
correspond to cooperative outcomes 
in one-shot games. 

• Non-cooperative strategic behaviour 
in the repeated game yields 
Cooperative behaviour. 37



You You

2 at Me 8 to You

Me 2 at Me

Me 8 to You 8     8

2     2

The student’s work-group game

(Franco Becchis revistation of the President dilemma, see Sergiu Hart presentation of Bob Aumann)

0    10

10     0

Nash equilibrium: non cooperation, mistrust?

Pareto optimum: trust, cartel
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Quantity (TAU)

Quantity
(HUJ)

4 1 1

4

The duopolist game

Q= 20-P             C= 15 + 8Q

Nash equilibrium / Cournot

3

0 5 3 3

5 0

3

Pareto optimum / cartel
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0 1/2

1/2 0

Leave Stay

Leave 5     5

Stay 0    0

The chicken  game

A  Nash equilibrium

Another Nash equilibrium

3    6

6    3

A (publicly) correlated equilibrium

Another correlated equilibrium: 
• after signal L plays Leave
• after signal S plays Stay

1/3 0

1/31/3L

S

SL

(Franco Becchis revistation of the President dilemma, see Sergiu Hart presentation of Bob Aumann) 40



Polluter-polluted game: the first round

The firm can decide to invest in pollution abatement technologies (A) or not 
(N), the consumers can decide to protect themselves from pollution (P 
,double glasses, water filters..) or not (NP). 

Consumers

Firm
A

N

P NP

10     0

5     12

10     5

5     10
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Consumers

Firm

Polluter-polluted game: the protest

If we have a second round of the game protest can arise, and the firm pay off 
can be eroded (litigation, PR, bad press, pressures from politicians).

A

N

P NP

8     0

5     12

8     5

5     10
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Consumers

Firm
4     04      5

Polluter-polluted game: tax

In the third round government impose a tax on polluter.

A

N

P NP

5     12 5     10
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END OF THE FIRST PART

THANK YOU FOR THE ATTENTION

SEE YOU ON FRIDAY
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